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In meimory of George Cooke 
An unresolved problem, arising from joint resea: ch with George Cooke [2], 
involved recognizing equivalent generating polynomik Is of class fields. The investi- 
gation finally called attention to “dyadotropic” pal! nomials, i.e., manic polyno- 
mials f(x), in .Z[x j, of degree m for which m + 1 consecutive values of x procluce 
value:; of 1 f(x)1 > 1 and equal to powel=s of two. Such polynomials of degree m = 4 
occurred in an earlier study [l] in some detail. 
For m = 3, however, such polynomials seem more interestin? both for their 
familiarity and their relevance to class field theory. For instance, the cubic field of 
discriminant 961= 312, (note 31= 22 G 27), is generated by the polynomial, .*ith 
p’eth’oric “dyadotropism”, 
f( 1 x, =x3- 2x2-9x +2, 
f(--w= -16, f(-2)=4, 1:(--l)=& f(O)=& f(l)== -8, 
f(2) , = - 16, f(3) = - 16, f(4) = - 2, f@) = 32. 
Next consider the field of discriminant - 503, made famous by Dedekind [3] 
blscause it is not monogenic (i.e., its intF:ger ing is not simply generated by one 
integer over 2). It has a dyadotropic generator 
f( ) x = x3+6x2-x +2, 
f ( - 1) = 8, f (0) = 2, f (1) = 8, f (‘2) = 32. 
This case. is connected with the dual phenomenon of class field theory, namely that 
2 splits into three factors in the cubic field so its (nonprincipal) factors in k2, the 
quadratic field Q( - 503$ must lie in perfect cubes o< ideal classes of kz9 (co 
the first condition of Therrem 1 below). In rational terms we are merely ob 
that 2’= (3’ + 503)/4, while h, the class number of quadratic forms of discri 
- 503, is divisible by 3 (in fact h = 21). 
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To make use of the relevant class field theory ([5, 6]), let us denote 
5 = root of cubic polynomial f(x) = 0, 
k, = Q(e) cubic field of discriminant &. 
If kj is nonabelian, 
d3 = f*& for d2 a quadratic discriminant, 
k2 = Q(d2):, the Iquadratic field in 
k, = k2k3, the nczmal closure of k3, 
f = (finite) condo ctor of extension k6/k2, 
J = ray ideal gr: )\ p for k,Jk,, (“cubes” of ideals), 
p. = prime idea divisor of (prime) p in kz/Q, (d2/p) = I. 
If k, is nonabelian! 
dJ = f*, where (conductor) f = pl l . l ps or 9pi l l l ps, with p&rime) s 
1 (mod 3), and kJ C k& 
k4 = Q(exp 2&/j+) of degree 4 = 4(f). 
Clearly, we can have a dypdotropic polynomial only if 2 has at least two different 
prime divisors in k3/Q, (since otherwise f(n) = N(n - 5) could not be even for both 
odd and even n). 
By similar reasoning, 3 must remain inert in k3/Q, (or else 3 1 f(n) for at least 
every third value of n). The usual (unramified) theory tells us that p. splits in k6/kz 
precisely when poE J, but the ramified primes are more in evidence in practice! 
Theorem 1. Necessary conditions for a cubic field to be generared by a dyadotropic 
polynomial are (all of) the following: 
(a) nonabelian. d2 = 1 (mod 8) 3 2. E J, (2 ,/‘f), 
d2=5 (mod 8) + 2$&, (L/‘j), 
d, = 1 (mod 3) and 3. P J, 
(b) abelian. 3 4 f; and f =prime + f = a2+27b2, 
(c) general. P&.x = -S 2 solvable for integer cu E k3. 
Part (a) follows from the table in [5). Part (b) follows from the condition that 2 is a 
cubic residue of f. Part (c) is a consequence of Theorem 2 (below). 
TQ enumerate the dyadotropic polynomials, we obtain four valued of f(n) = 
k 2’n, for n = - 1, 0, 1,2, by observing the finite differencing, - f ( - 1) -t 3f (0) - 
3f(l) + f(2) = 6. Thus 3 1 (f(2) - f( - 1)) and therefore f (2) = ( - 2)?( - 1). So we 
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This ’ is an easy combinatorial matter. There are “parametrized” (identical) 
solutions for g = 0, 2 1, and “accidental” solutions, finite in number, for other g. 
Indeed the only g which enter here are g = 0, k 1, 3, -5, 11, - 21, (since 
“asymptotically” 1 gf( - 1) 1 is l/3 of a power of 2 while 1 f(0) - f(l)1 is at least $ a 
power of 2). 
We can represent any dyadotropic polynomial as 
f(x)= x”+[(.f(l>+f(- W=-2f(WJ2]x2 
+ [(f(l) - f( - 1) - 2)/2].x + f (0). 
We also use the abbreviation w = :* 2’, (t > 0). 
Thmrem 2, The dyadotropic cubic equations all come from the lists below. Thee 
repetition of f(x) and - f(1 - x) is avoided but the transfomklr.tion [f (0), f(l)] -3 
[ - f (11)* - f @)I must still be’ applied. (We observe If ( ?)I = 2 for n = 0 01’ =+ I). 
parametrized : 
g 
f(-1) 
f(0) 
f(l) 
accidental’ : 
0 
W 
4 
2 
1 1. 1 -1 -2 
w w -2 w w 
2 w w 2 -w 
W -2 w W -2 
-1 
2 
W 
W 
8 
fc- 0 
f(0) 
f(l) 
1 1 -1 -1 -1 3 
4 -8 -2 -4 8 -2 
8 -4 8 8 -2 -2 
2 2 4 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 
-2 -2 2 -4 4 
4 4 16 -8 16 
8 -4 8 2 2 
accidental : 
8 -5 -5 -4 -s -5 11 11 13 -*- 21 
f(- 1) -2 -2 2 2 4 2 2 -2’ 2 
f(0) 8 16 -4 8 -16 16 32 - 4 ,- 32 
f(l) 4 4 4 16 2 -8 8 16 8 
We conclude with some observations on the nup .,erica’l feasibihty of dyadotropic 
cubits. The field discriminants were computed, by machine, for the paraimetrized 
solutions with 1 w 1 s 128 as well as all accidental solutions, using standard tables [4] 
in order to recognize which square factors are ere seems 
reasonable “assurance’9 i 
emerged in this calculation 
be cut of proportion with the present note.) 
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(as we would reasoua~~y ~~~j~ctur~) whilethe growth of the parametrized fields (in 
w) is ~x~Re~t~a~. We list scdme of the small fields discriminants and generating 
polynomials f(x) as (d,; cl, ~QI~, as) as follows: 
f( 1 x =x3+ff*x2+a2x+s3 
(-59; - 1, -2,4), (-83; -2,3.2), (- 104;5, -f&4), (- 107< -3,2,4), 
(- 116;1, -4,4), (- 152; -2, - 1,4), (-200; -4, -3, -2), 
(-431; -2,7,2), (-503;6, - 1,2), *e* (229; -5,2,4), (316; -4,1,4), 
(469; - 6, - 1,2), (568; 3, - 16,4), l *. (312; - 2, - 3,2), (432; 7,2, - 8), 
(1092; -8, - 112) 
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